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Privacy policy
AgriWasteValue respects the privacy of everyone who visits its website. Personal data (such as names, postal or e-mail addresses, etc.) are only collected if you provide them voluntarily.

In accordance with the law of 8 December 1992 on the protection of privacy with regard to the processing of personal data, you have the right to access and rectify any data concerning you.

Any further information can be obtained from the Commission for the Protection of Privacy.

Links
This website may contain links or references to other websites. These sites are managed by third parties over which AgriWasteValue has no control. These links are presented to you exclusively as a service.

In the same way, the www.agriwastevalue.eu website may also be accessible via external links of third parties over which AgriWasteValue has no control. AgriWasteValue gives no guarantee as to the accuracy, validity, relevance or completeness of any information you may find on these sites.

Copyrights
The entire content of the website is protected by copyright law. The contents of this website may not be copied, except for individual non-commercial consultation and with all copyright or ownership notices retained.

If you have any questions or suggestions about the content of this website, you can contact the webmaster via info@agriwastevalue.eu